Justice in anthropological theory and practice

Abstract
The purpose of the article is to prospectively describe the relationship between anthropological practice, public policy and the conception of justice. To this end, justice is seen as an experience of otherness, since analysis and possible responses in the context of institutional action must first focus on the meanings and representation that occur in the discourses and actions of the persons who are victims of state violence; anthropological methods and techniques must also be directed to understanding the dynamics of such violence in order to ultimately transform the conceptualization and practices of public policies.

Anthropology, otherness and public policy
The exercise of anthropology – in Mexico – had never had the challenge of the dimensions and characteristics it currently faces. The copious production of anthropological studies from ethnohistory, linguistics, ethnology and archaeology, until recent years, did not have to involve its methods and techniques with the implementation of public policies aimed at the humanitarian crisis and human rights that currently characterizes the country. Research designs in the field of anthropology have been distinguished from responding, from what has been called the “academy”, to social problems throughout its range, using medium-scope theories and, where appropriate, structural explanations. Always, one way or another, in that path, the core of anthropological analyses and explanations is otherness.

It is nothing new that these studies address the difference from identity, that it is carefully observed what constitutes it and, fundamentally, how it is articulated with hegemonic identities. What is currently relevant relates to otherness in the context of public policy. On the one hand, the anthropological methodology has commonly been used in the development of State policy plans and programs, and has even been used, as is known, to the detriment of the groups that have been the subject of such interventions, on the other hand, such interventions methodology has been intended to unravel the meanings that make up the worldviews to articulate them to institutional interventions methodology.

The copious production of anthropological studies from ethnohistory, ideological history, politics, legal history, etc.” The second issue is linked to the real possibility of public policy implementation, namely that anthropological research derived from the needs indicated in institutional plans and programs is feasible, in other words, the ethical exercise of anthropological methods and techniques depends on policies fully achieving their objectives. And finally, in an integrated way to the last two developments, the application of the anthropological root methodology.

An exploration led by the end of justice, like any other exploration, dispenses with any positivist glimpses. The long tradition of public policies that tacitly or expressly employ that model is immersed in virtually all institutions, yet the “necessity” of victim-centered policies should not compromise the analysis critic of anthropologies. In fact, with all the difficulties involved, it is precisely the anthropological analysis from which the diagnosis of any public policy should originate, since the development of others depends on that stage of the policy cycle.

Anthropology, community and human rights
What is the relationship between anthropology and human rights? We find it appropriate to initiate this section with a question that is
not only questioned by a relationship that has largely been explained through the (inconsistencies) of public policies, as well as by the categories that various areas of anthropology we have analyzed, in particular, the subject and the community, of course, in the context of state policies. The subject since the conception of human rights is not yet a clear category, let alone consensus. Reyes Mate points out that “the real subject of human rights is the citizen, not the human being. But let us not forget that the citizen is a human birth to which the nation elevates him to the status of subject of rights”. In the same vein, Höffe argues: “Human rights are therefore referred to the person simply as a person, while fundamental rights concern the person as a member of a particular public entity”. The specificity of fundamental rights, then, is membership in a social-cultural and political group, a political community that defines social guidelines and, significantly, the descriptive and prescriptive (coercive) norms that regulate social life, however multiple belongings involve tensions and conflict over political communities of adscription. That is why we must not forget that “the empirical multiplicity of the population is converted into an identity through the mechanisms of representation”.4

Fundamental rights are instituted mainly through their progressive institutionalization, where all political communities are represented in the institutional (inter)national discourse. The empirical reference then becomes evidence of institutional actions. Commonly, people’s rights function as indicators of what is not guaranteed, and yet as a way of evidence the violent strategies that the state deploys beyond the violence that it has allowed for itself. In this context, anthropological practice will build its analyses of violence from power or the meanings and representations produced by victims and perpetrators from intersubjectivity will not be understandable. Particularly if social regulation admits, as it does, violent action: “Violence thus involves tacit consideration of values and purposes. Moreover, when we talk about violence it is involved, perhaps because it fully participates in the mastery of meaning, an inescapable sense, parasite: the force that accompanies every area of regulation, every network of rules”.5 This regulation, which is only feasible when the individual (and the State) are already “under the sign of separation and autonomy within their own confines”;6 allows to understand the processes of intersubjectivity that occur in the dynamics where it is forced the subject to decipher himself with regard to what is forbidden, evidently in reference to the transgression of the rule, however, this mechanism now seems to be replicated with the victims from resilience: “Subjects who are able to secure themselves pose a minor threat to themselves and, being so, are not a threat to the governance capacities of States [...]. In that sense, the subject in resilience, is a subject who must fight permanently to accommodate the world. He is not a political subject who conceives changing the world, its structure and its conditions of possibility in order to ensure it, but a subject who accepts the disastrous character of the world in which he lives as a condition to be a part of it”.7

In this context, anthropological practice becomes a powerful tool that allows intersubjective processes to be articulated with government devices, particularly in the transformation of designs and policy implementations public areas in general and justice-related policies, in particular.

**Conclusion**

If justice is an experience of absolute otherness, anthropological methodologies aimed at understanding the representations and social meanings linked to people who are victims of state violence work not only for the analysis of intersubjectivity as a central element in the construction of the sense of sociocultural meanings, are also the possibility of transforming the positivist conceptions of public policies that have now focused their intervention on the figure of the Victim. However, the inclusion of the various communities where strategies that seek to make absence in the pursuit of justice occur is not yet a reality. Institutional mechanisms are still conceived on individuality rather than social bonding and, consequently, tend to “hide” the structural conditions where violence occurs, as well as the responsibility of the State. However, we believe that it is possible to transform the relations between citizenship and state precisely through a type of public policy that practices actions focused on understanding otherness, that is, the ability to convert into action which derives from social dynamics. Even when such action is part of that dynamic.
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